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New FCIL Librarian Series: Welcome!
Posted on October 8, 2019 by FCIL-SIS
By Janet Kearney (https://www.fordham.edu/info/23646/i_-_k/10740/janet_kearney)
Hello readers!
This is my first in a series of posts documenting my experience as a new FCIL librarian. I started as
Foreign & International Law Librarian at Fordham University School of Law in February 2019. My
intention is for this series to serve as a snapshot of life as a new FCIL librarian, looking at the types of
work we do and how to cope as a newbie. Past columnists have blogged on collection development,
moot court training, teaching, research guides, etc. I hope to continue these discussions, along with all
the cat pictures and good gifsets I can find.
One of my cats, Ruth Bader, has a longstanding dislike of The Bluebook.
Like many in this community, I’ve been interested in foreign & international issues for a long time.
When I was little, I pictured myself as a transnational Lois Lane, a foreign service officer, or a flight
attendant, depending on the day. But even with those aspirations, formal education, and related work
and travel experience, starting as a full-fledged FCIL LIBRARIAN is daunting. In fact*, this is actual*
footage of me starting this job:
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NBC / Via helenamanning.co.vu
Okay, this is actually not me; it’s another Janet from the TV show The Good Place (which you really
should be watching). Janet is “a human-esque repository for all of the knowledge in the universe.” (On
NBC, https://www.nbc.com/the-good-place (https://www.nbc.com/the-good-place).) When she is
rebooted as seen here, it takes her awhile to get going (which I think we can all relate to).
Much like Janet, as librarians generally, we have a lot going on. Add a specialty to it, and things can feel
overwhelming. Understanding expectations and filling the shoes of our predecessors are obstacles in
new positions, in addition to the usual pressures of a new workplace. Especially because, unlike Janet at
her best, we do not have all the knowledge in the universe, and even the universe of potential
FCIL-related questions is large. I’ve had multiple interactions begin with, “So I hear you’re the expert on
all things foreign and international.” (Ummm….what???!!) And though I appreciate the vote of
confidence, I’ll never be that Janet.
I relate much more to the Janet in this gif, distracted by shiny new opportunities and excited about the
world I find myself in, without knowing exactly how I got there. (I also like plants.) One of the exciting
things about an FCIL post is that we can do a broad range of work. In my first eight months on the job, I
have been involved in:
Prepping a new advanced legal research FCIL 2-credit course
Evaluating all of our foreign/international databases as they come up for renewal
International journal training
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Jessup & Vis moot court trainings
Consulting with students on seminar papers with FCIL tints
Communicating with FCIL faculty on their needs
Writing blog posts (how meta!)
Proposing AALL programs
Evaluating how our collection meets the needs of our international labor (or labour if you’re feeling
fancy) faculty and students
A research project on identifying customary international law and recognizing it in US courts
As with many of you, this is in addition to all other duties as needed: running student and faculty
services programs, working the reference desk, document delivery requests, etc. (Often these programs
and research tasks we do are on American law – the horror, the horror!)
Although I’ve been doing this now for (a whole) seven months, the pace has not really slowed down,
but I think that’s one of the many good things about being an FCIL librarian or involving yourself in
FCIL work. We get to do interesting, complicated, challenging, frustrating, and rewarding work.
Thanks for reading my first post/diary entry and coming on this journey with me. Next time we’ll talk
about something more practical.
Until then, here’s a picture of my other cat, Drew Brees, who’s more of a gamer than a reader.
This entry was posted in new FCIL librarians. Bookmark the permalink.
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